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 THREE

Here we have time and here we have time
With its fingers around the neck
To take and share out the pain
Here also we need you
You are our masters
You who sleep—sleep
We need you
So like an end its string
You need us
Have to tire our mouth
With movements that are syntactical
For you to sleep with order
For you make sleepy the order
That is us or you
Your words ceded by time
Open doors of air—the air slips in
Only bones burn like leaves
And we’re a few who gather
Storms of air in our hands
For your thoughts of prey
The prey to sleep
The prey to purge your children
In the face of the flock of anxiety

Here we have time and here we have time
With two fingers squeezing the neck
We painful for you
We the impracticable
A heap of sand like a blanket
And roses advancing through the shade
It is you who inhabit
The wind later levelling you
No scent waters this life
While nobody makes a gesture
All sins will be lined up
In geometry and providence
We will sink our brow in the pulse
Be hills like old straw
Nothing will be as it is
There will be no mercy for anything
And a laugh will catch its voice
So it has to be and so it has been.

The bird has been truly beaten.
Make a bag with the sheet.

from Executions (A Countdown) (Lumen)



man hunt

You can be born blind into the world:
dragging your teeth around the house
and make peace with the noise.
You can walk barefoot,
as if you suffered all of Heaven
or be ashamed of the beats
because they simulate destruction.
You can even—if you count—
reproduce the flesh that burns:
another leaning trace,
like the smoke of the just
or the compromise with each loss.
You can do it all, it has all begun.

from Born (Lumen, 2005)



a man arrives—arrives late
it’s late and he’s tired
he’s sick
arrives late—

wants to say something
something of his
to make him worthy
something worthy—or of his

he can’t—it’s late
it’s too late and he’s tired
he’s sick
arrives late—

aria da capo from Fall Down (Lumen, 2003)



How are you, mum.
Today, with an unstained stump,
I’ve only opened my mouth the once.
I’ve turned into a bare knuckle—everything that’s in denial—
and that, mum, was to pop the question.
I’ve rummaged in what is to come
(nothing other than what we’re about)
with lousy blankets tied tight,
with stunted elbows for hands
till I’ve stretched out in the shade and given up.
Our voices know no pity, mum,
but some listen to them like rats
cowering before the rain.
Do yourself up nicely. The head can bow down
to the side that’s abandoned,
where is the stone pillow, the front
that holds us up. And may fear
not catch us out.

from Man hunt (fragment), (Edicions 62, 2009)



sometimes maybe o lord
just maybe
underground or wherever
I crawl along
and maybe
sometimes things go on
lord the things that await me
go on underground

(the things you don’t talk about o lord)

aria from Fall Down (Lumen, 2003)



poem

what went on that night
that night
what went on that night at home
what did you see
remember
what went on that made you blubber
there was fear
that night of fear at home
remember that sweet night
what went on that night
the night you disappeared
remember
remember you and the night
and you’re quick about it
because something happened

from What Was That (Pagès Editors, 2002)


